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Abstract—This paper discusses the possibility to use current
ripple introduced by switch mode power converters for low-cost
monitoring of PEM fuel cell state-of-health, suitable for commer-
cial applications that can not afford dedicated instrumentation.
In more details, an estimate of the ohmic resistance, which is a
good indicator of the membrane water content, can be obtained
from the high-frequency ripple response by data processing in the
frequency domain, while lower-frequency ripple at 100/120 Hz
(when present) is in the typical frequency range of activation
processes. All the available impedance estimates, together with
the DC voltage measurement, can be used to promptly detect
FC drying and flooding, that are the two opposite failure modes
as far as water balance is concerned. The proposed diagnostic
approach is tested on a single PEM fuel cell in drying and flooding
conditions, by emulating three-phase and single-phase inverter
ripples by means of an electronic load.

Index Terms—Fuel cell, diagnostics, water management, power
converter, impedance spectroscopy

I. INTRODUCTION

The diffusion of fuel cell (FC) generators and in particular
polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) FCs is rapidly growing
for static, mobile and powertrain applications, driven by the
continuous progresses in FC technology. In this scenario,
the development of control and diagnostic tools to guarantee
proper operating conditions and improve the reliability of these
systems is acquiring a fundamental importance [1].

One of the main issues that need to be addressed for proper
PEM FC operation is water management, as water content
deeply affects the FC efficiency, stability and life-time. Indeed,
a well-humidified membrane is essential to guarantee high
ion conductivity and thus low ohmic losses, but an excessive
amount of water limits gas diffusion through the porous layers
and therefore it reduces the output power as well [2], [3]. An
optimal trade-off should then be found and maintained during
operation to avoid performance decrease and damages to the
cell.

Water balance in the FC is typically controlled by prop-
erly humidified input gases, but the relationship between gas
humidity and the actual water content within the membrane
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and the gas diffusion layers is not straightforward, because
of the variable water production rate at cathode depending on
the current and on the complex transport mechanisms, such as
electro-osmotic drag from anode to cathode and back-diffusion
from cathode to anode [2].

The development of diagnostic methods to monitor the
actual FC condition is therefore necessary to achieve a more
effective humidity control, limiting the allowed variations and
consequently the performance decrease and possible damages
to the cell.

The most common diagnostic techniques allowing in-situ
measurements during FC operation are based on electrical
measurements, which are little intrusive. Among these, elec-
trochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is generally rec-
ognized to provide the most complete information about the
physical processes occurring within the FC [4], [5] and in
particular it can well distinguish between the two opposite
failure modes concerning the membrane humidity: drying
and flooding [6]–[8]. Indeed, several diagnostic approaches
based on it have been proposed in literature, e.g. [8]–[11].
However, the measurement of an impedance spectrum requires
dedicated instrumentation, usually not available in commercial
applications because of cost and system complexity issues.

On the other hand, most commercial applications include
power converters (at least an inverter or a chopper) to connect
the FC to the loads. These devices introduce a current ripple
on the DC side, which is superimposed on the FC DC current.
While some papers in literature (e.g. [12]–[16]) have investi-
gated the negative effects that such a ripple might produce on
the FC (loss increase, possible damages, durability decrease),
little attention has been paid to the possibility to use this ripple
as a diagnostic tool for monitoring the FC state-of-health by
analyzing the FC response to this perturbation.

To the knowledge of the authors, the use of power converter
ripple for diagnostic purposes on PEM FCs was only reported
by Mathias and Grot [17] and later by Hinaje et al. [18],
with preliminary experimental results concerning a DC-DC
converter ripple. The aim of these works was to use the high-
frequency ripple to measure the FC ohmic resistance, which is
a good indicator of the membrane humidity and can therefore
be employed to detect membrane drying. Despite the non-
sinusoidal nature of the converter ripple, the analysis was
carried out considering only the global amplitude of the current
and voltage ripple waveforms.

In [19] the authors proposed a different approach, with a
deeper analysis in the frequency domain to better estimate
the ohmic resistance. Experimental results on a single PEM
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Fig. 1. Simplified linear equivalent circuit of a typical PEM FC.

FC with a simulated three-phase inverter ripple showed that
this method is able to provide an ohmic resistance value
in agreement with the estimate obtained by classic EIS
measurement. This paper further develops the experimental
analysis, testing the ohmic resistance measurement during
drying conditions and discussing the method sensitivity with
respect to membrane dehydration. Moreover, the possibility to
effectively detect also flooding conditions by exploiting only
the available ripple response is also discussed and tested as a
new approach for their diagnosis.

II. DIAGNOSTIC METHODS FOR DRYING AND FLOODING

Though the voltage-current relationship of a FC is not linear,
a linear approximation can well describe most of the FC
typical working conditions, excluding very low and very high
currents. A simple linear model valid for small perturbations
around a DC working point is shown in Fig. 1 in terms of
equivalent electrical circuit. It takes into account all the three
main causes of voltage drop, namely activation polarization,
mass transport limitation and ohmic resistance [4].

Mass transport limitation, important at high current and
low frequency, can be modeled in a first approximation by
a RC circuit (Rtrans and Ctrans in the figure), although
more complex models can be found in literature involving
e.g. the Warburg impedance [4]. Similarly, also the activation
polarization can be modeled by a RC circuit (Ract and Cact),
but in this case a significant frequency dependence of the
capacitance should be taken into account, either replacing the
capacitance by a constant-phase element (CPE) [4] or using a
Debye-like model for the capacitance [15]:

Cact (jω) = Cact,∞ +
Cact,s − Cact,∞

1 + jωτd
(1)

being Cact,s and Cact,∞ the low- and high-frequency limit
capacitance values and τd the equivalent time constant. Finally,
the ohmic voltage drop, mainly associated with the flow of ions
through the membrane, is described by the resistance Rohm.

As far as drying and flooding conditions are concerned,
they both have significant impact on the FC impedance
spectrum [6]–[8]. In the current technologies which mainly
utilize perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) membranes (Nafion® is
the prototypical example), the membrane conductivity is very
sensitive to water content, therefore membrane dehydration
causes a significant increase of the ohmic resistance. On the
other hand, flooding of porous layers (gas diffusion layer and
catalyst layer) limits the gas transport through these layers, so

that the low-frequency RtransCtrans arc in the Nyquist plot of
the impedance spectrum significantly grows.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is therefore a suit-
able non-intrusive technique to detect both drying and flood-
ing. However, it requires dedicated and expensive instrumen-
tation (e.g. a frequency response analyzer), able to impose
sinusoidal perturbations over a wide frequency range and
to evaluate the FC impedance spectrum from the measured
response. In a commercial application, such instrumentation
would often require an unacceptable increase of cost and
system complexity (volume and weight might also be critical
for transport applications). It is worth noting that the FC
voltage measurement alone is not sufficient, as it can only
reveal a performance decrease but it can not distinguish
between drying and flooding [8]. Thus alternative solutions
have to be investigated.

As far as ohmic resistance is concerned, several measure-
ment methods are known and commonly employed [20]. The
simplest one from the implementation point of view, as it
does not require dedicated instrumentation, is the current
interruption: the measurement of the sudden voltage variation
∆V = RohmI due to current interruption theoretically provides
the value of the ohmic resistance. However, in practice the
ohmic voltage variation could be not easily recognizable
because of the inductive response of the circuit to fast current
transients. Moreover, the current interruption is quite intrusive
for the FC, making such a measurement not suitable for
frequent repetition.

A less intrusive method, known as high-frequency resistance
(HFR) measurement, evaluates the ohmic resistance from the
FC response to a small high-frequency sinusoidal perturbation.
This technique is similar to EIS, but it is faster because it
only measures the impedance at a single-frequency, which
has to be properly chosen so that the FC impedance equals
the ohmic resistance, otherwise significant errors might arise.
The problem for commercial applications remains the re-
quirement of dedicated instrumentation, unless the ripple of
power converters is used as suggested in [17], [18]. However,
in this case, a correct choice of the excitation frequency
becomes practically impossible, considering that the optimal
value is likely to change during operation, while the switching
frequency can not follow such changes. Therefore, the non-
sinusoidal nature of the ripple and the non perfectly resistive
behavior of the FC should be taken into account for a better
estimate of the ohmic resistance, as will be discussed in
Sec. IV-A.

On the other hand, the identification of flooding conditions
by means of electrical measurements requires to analyze the
low-frequency response of the FC, either by acquiring the
complete spectrum [8] or the response to a single-frequency
perturbation in the frequency range where transport dynamics
is visible (typically below 10 Hz) [9]. In both cases, dedicated
instrumentation is needed, because power converter ripple is
in a higher frequency range and thus it can not be used for
this purpose. Actually, the power electronics converter can be
controlled in order to inject low frequency components, as
required by many diagnostic techniques in other fields [21].
However, the control becomes more complicated, the presence
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of the additional ripple increases the power losses and may
also disturb the electrical load.

For this reason, non-electrical methods are often used as
alternative solutions to diagnose FC flooding [22]. Among
these, the most suitable technique for commercial applications
is based on pressure drop measurements, particularly at the
cathode side. In fact, the presence of liquid water in the
porous layers reduces the available area for gas diffusion,
which in turn leads to a pressure drop increase [3], [23],
[24]. In this paper, the possibility to diagnose FC flooding
from the high-frequency impedance measurements provided
by the power converter ripple response together with the
DC voltage measurement is discussed, suggesting a possible
diagnostic algorithm suitable for low-cost humidity control
(see Sec. IV-B).

III. POWER CONVERTER RIPPLE

The typical V-I characteristic of a FC is very different
from that of a conventional battery of similar power rating
which behaves like a DC voltage source with a small series
resistance. In fact, when a FC operates near the maximum
rated power, its output voltage drops considerably. Because
of this, a proper power converter which controls the output
voltage is always needed even when the FC is connected to
a DC load. In addition, in many cases even a DC to AC
conversion is needed, since a lot of promising applications,
such as vehicles and grid-connected generators, require an AC
voltage supply.

A great number of power electronics converters for FC
applications have been proposed in literature, and the choice
of the topology strictly depends on the stack output voltage,
the output power, the type of load, and other peculiarities [25].
When the focus is moved on AC applications, the converters
can be roughly classified into single-stage and two-stage. Two-
stage converters are basically made of a DC-DC converter
which controls the voltage fed to the DC-AC output converter,
while a single-stage converter is basically an inverter whose
DC side voltage may significantly change.

The two-stage converter is usually employed in small stacks,
when the output voltage of the FC is not greater than the
maximum AC voltage. In this case the DC-DC stage boosts the
voltage other than controlling its amplitude and it may include
a high-frequency transformer which provides the galvanic
insulation between load and FC. A two-stage solution often
results in reduced stresses to the load and better control
performance, but suffers from higher complexity and cost [26].
In any case, whatever power converter is chosen, the current
flowing through the FC contains a small, high-frequency ripple
which is due to the commutations of the electronic switches.

This paper is focused on single stage DC-AC converters
as a case study, but the results presented in the following
sections are quite general. In fact, the proposed diagnostic
method just requires a high-frequency ripple having a well-
known frequency superimposed on the FC current. However
it should be noted that the ripple waveform might affect
the uncertainty of the measurements since it depends on the
harmonic content. For example, if a two-stage conversion were
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a three-phase inverter connected to the
FC.

considered, with a boost PWM chopper connected to the FC,
the current ripple would be mainly determined by the DC-
DC conversion stage and in this case it would be a triangular
waveform whose shape changes according to the duty cycle
[18]. Although in the time domain the current ripple is very
different from that produced by a PWM inverter having the
same switching frequency, the frequencies of their harmonic
components are not so different, since most of them are located
near the multiples of the switching frequency.

Now, let us consider a DC-AC converter connected to the
FC, and let us assume that the system operates in steady state
conditions. In addition to the high frequency ripple due to the
switching, the FC current may contain also lower frequency
components which depend on the inverter topology, on the
output frequency and on the load characteristics. In particular,
the power drawn by single-phase inverters or three-phase
inverters connected to unbalanced loads contains an alternating
component at twice the AC output frequency (for example
100/120 Hz in 50/60 Hz systems) which is not present in
case of three-phase inverters feeding balanced loads. In turn,
a spectral component having the same frequency appears in the
FC current, and it may be used to estimate the FC impedance
at this frequency.

This paper discusses the possibility to exploit the FC current
ripple to detect cell drying and flooding through two case
studies. In the first one the FC is connected to a three-phase
inverter feeding a balanced load. The switches are controlled
using the well-known Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation
(SPWM) technique. A schematic representation of the inverter
circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The carrier signal used to control
the switching devices is a 1 kHz triangular waveform and the
voltage control signals are three 50 Hz sine waves with 2π/3
shift from each other. For simplicity, also the inverter output
currents are assumed to be ideal sine waves with 2π/3 shift
from each other and the load is assumed to be resistive. Thus,
the inverter input current has its main harmonic components
around the switching frequency and its multiples. The current
ripple superimposed on the FC current is clearly filtered thanks
to the DC link capacitance; for this case study, it was designed
to reduce the residual rms ripple to 3% of the DC current,
which is an acceptable value for a FC [12], [25].

In the second case study, the cell is connected to a PWM
single-phase inverter having a 1 kHz switching frequency.
Even in this case, a resistive load has been supposed while the
AC current is a 50 Hz sine wave. The DC link capacitance
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Fig. 3. Current spectra of the three-phase (upper plot) and single-phase
(lower plot) inverter ripples considered as case studies.

limits the residual rms ripple to 3% of the DC current, which
is in most part due to the alternating power consumption of
the single-phase load. The current spectra for the two case
studies are shown in Fig. 3.

IV. PROPOSED MEASUREMENT METHOD

A. Ohmic Resistance Measurement

As discussed in the previous section, the current ripple
waveform contains several high-frequency harmonic compo-
nents. However, because of the low-pass effect of the DC
link capacitance, only the lowest order components of the FC
current ripple (highlighted in Fig. 3 for the considered case
studies) have a significant amplitude, thus allowing accurate
impedance measurements.

At these frequencies the FC response is linear and the volt-
age waveform produced by the current ripple contains the same
harmonic components of the current. Therefore, if the Fourier
transform is applied to both current and voltage signals, the
impedance value can be calculated for each frequency as
complex voltage-current ratio. Though even a single-frequency
measurement could often provide a rough estimate of the
ohmic resistance according to the HFR measurement method
mentioned in Sec. II, the multi-frequency nature of the ripple
waveform can be exploited to perform a better measurement
of it by fitting the experimental data with a suitable model.

As an example, with the considered switching frequency
(1 kHz), good results can be usually obtained with a first-order
capacitive model, derived from the general model of Fig. 1 by
neglecting the transport dynamics and the frequency depen-
dence of the activation polarization, that are not important at
the ripple frequencies, thus leading to:

Z (jω) = Rohm +
Req

1 + jωReqCeq
(2)

where Rohm is the ohmic resistance while Req and Ceq

represent the high-frequency equivalent circuit for activation
polarization. An example of data fitting with this model is
shown in Fig. 4 for the three-phase inverter case.

It is worth noting that a different switching frequency, as
well as different cut-off frequencies of the FC equivalent
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Fig. 4. Fit of the high-frequency impedance measurements to estimate the
ohmic resistance value, according to the proposed method, for the three-phase
inverter case.

circuit, could require different (and maybe more complex)
models to fit the experimental data, but the advantages of the fit
compared to a single-frequency measurement still remain. The
1 kHz switching frequency was chosen as a suitable example
to illustrate the proposed method (though higher switching
frequencies are likely to be employed in many applications),
because at this frequency the FC response mainly depends
on its internal processes, whereas inductive effects due to
electrical connections might arise at higher frequencies. Since
they vary from case to case, the analysis and the consequent
considerations would become less general.

B. Discrimination between Drying and Flooding

While the ohmic resistance measurement represents a good
indicator for membrane dehydration, it can not be used to
detect flooding because, when the membrane is fully hydrated,
a further increase in the water content does not produce any
significant change in the ohmic resistance. Nevertheless, the
combined monitoring of ohmic resistance and DC voltage can
be used in a model-based diagnostic algorithm to indirectly
recognize flooding.

In more details, when a FC voltage drop is observed in
stationary working conditions (i.e. constant DC current, cell
temperature and gas flow rates), it means that a change
occurred either in ohmic resistance, activation polarization
or transport limitation. If the ohmic resistance measurement
reveals no change, at least one of the other two causes is
responsible for the observed voltage drop.

In several applications it is possible to a priori exclude
any significant change of the activation polarization in a short
time. In such a case, drying and flooding can be discriminated
without additional information. On the other hand, there are
other applications in which particular degradation situations
might occur, affecting activation processes. Among these, Pt-
catalyst layer poisoning due to the presence of CO in the
hydrogen stream [6], [27] or chlorides in the air stream [28]
are prototypical examples of phenomena leading to a dramatic
charge transfer resistance increase without affecting membrane
resistance, while ammonia in the air stream causes a simul-
taneous change of membrane and charge transfer resistances
[29].

The proposed approach to discriminate between drying
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and flooding conditions in such situations when also charge
transfer resistance variations are possible, is to use the low-
frequency inverter ripple (when present) to monitor the FC
impedance at 100/120 Hz. This frequency is in the typical
range of activation dynamics and it has therefore a high
sensitivity with respect to charge transfer resistance variations.
In more details, the imaginary part of the impedance is
monitored, so that it is not affected by variations of the ohmic
resistance, that only shifts the impedance spectrum along the
real axis.

It is worth noting that, as said before, the ripple at twice
the inverter output frequency is introduced by single-phase
inverters and by three-phase inverters connected to unbalanced
loads, but it can be easily generated also in three-phase
inverters feeding a balanced load by superimposing a small
negative sequence component to the output voltage.

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Setup

The use of inverter current ripple for FC diagnostics is
clearly intended for commercial applications in which stacks
of several cells are employed. However, in order to better
explain the proposed technique and to evaluate whether it is
able to provide meaningful results, the three-phase and single-
phase inverter current waveforms described in Sec. III were
generated by a multifunction 16-bit data acquisition (DAQ)
system (NI 6251) and applied to a single PEM FC (Fuel Cell
Technologies) through an electronic load (TDI RBL488-50-
150-800). A diagram of the measurement circuit is shown in
Fig. 5.

The cell has a 23 cm2 area and it is composed of com-
mercial materials, in particular a commercial Nafion® 212
membrane as electrolyte (50 µm thickness) and a commercial
gas diffusion electrode reference sample (E-TEK LT140).
It was fed with pure hydrogen and air at the anode and
cathode, respectively, with nominal flow rates of 0.2 Nl/min for
hydrogen and 1.0 Nl/min for air, measured and controlled by
calibrated flow meters. The cell temperature was kept constant
at 60 °C, while the relative humidities of the input gases were
controlled by saturators. A photograph of the experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 6.

A typical impedance spectrum at medium current
(IDC = 11.5 A, corresponding to 0.5 A/cm2) is shown in Fig. 7,
measured by a frequency response analyzer (Solartron 1260)
in the frequency range from 0.5 Hz to 1 kHz. The impedance
values are fitted by the equivalent circuit model in Fig. 1,

Fig. 6. Photograph of the experimental setup.
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Fig. 7. Impedance spectrum of the FC under test in nominal working
condition: experimental data (circles) and best fit obtained with the model
in Fig. 1 (solid line).

showing good agreement between model and experimental
data. The impedance measurement at 100 Hz is highlighted
in the figure to verify that it belongs to the high-frequency arc
of the Nyquist plot, associated with activation dynamics.

For the experimental analysis reported in this paper, the
cell voltage and the current measurement signal provided by
the electronic load were acquired by the same DAQ system
used for signal generation, with 5 · 105 samples-per-second
sampling frequency. The measured current and voltage wave-
forms in case of the three-phase inverter ripple are reported
in Fig. 8. The voltage Fourier spectrum confirms that the FC
response at these frequencies is linear, as it contains the same
harmonic components of the current, thus allowing to apply
the superposition principle to evaluate the impedance values
at the different frequencies. The response linearity represents
an important advantage because it allows to use any available
ripple (even with significant amplitude, if it is allowed by other
design requirements), without any concern about the validity
of the measured frequency response. This is still valid also if
the 100 Hz component is present in the ripple waveform.

The possibility to employ the changes of the impedance to
detect malfunctions of the FC is strictly related to the mea-
surement resolution more than the measurement uncertainty.
In turn, resolution is limited because of the noise, which is due
to the measurement system but also to the measurand and to
the fluctuations of the influence quantities. A-priori evaluation
is very difficult, therefore a statistical approach has been
chosen. The measurement of the impedances corresponding
to the frequencies excited by the FC current ripple has been
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repeated while the FC operates in stationary conditions. The
noise level is represented by the standard deviation of the
impedance magnitude, and in each condition is well below
0.1 mΩ. Therefore, variations greater than this are significant
since they are not masked by noise.

B. Drying Conditions

FC drying was obtained by gradually decreasing the input
gas relative humidity (at both anode and cathode) by acting on
the saturator temperatures. Since the most significant effects
are seen at low current due to the lower water production by
the chemical reaction at cathode, the tests were performed at
a medium-low current (IDC = 9 A).

For a rough evaluation of the expected ohmic resistance
variations when the membrane is dehydrated, a preliminary
test was carried out to measure the experimental curve of Rohm

versus the input gas relative humidity in stationary conditions,
shown in Fig. 9. The relative humidity was decreased from
85% (corresponding to a well-hydrated membrane) to 55%
with step-wise variations and, for each measurement, the cell
was run for 1 hour after the saturator temperature was changed
in order to reach a stationary condition. After this waiting
time, the DC voltage and ohmic resistance were measured for
5 minutes, so that the mean value and the standard deviation
could be calculated. The higher standard deviations observed
at low humidities are due to natural ohmic resistance oscilla-
tions that appear when the membrane is not fully humidified
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Fig. 10. Voltage (upper plot) and ohmic resistance (lower plot), measured
with the three-phase inverter ripple during a drying transient.

[30]. The voltage measurements are also reported in the figure
to show the smaller relative variations and the less regular
shape compared to the resistance-humidity characteristics, that
make the latter more suitable to detect drying.

To test the proposed method for drying diagnosis, the FC
ohmic resistance was monitored from the three-phase inverter
ripple as explained in Sec. IV-A (but a single-phase inverter
would be equally suitable for this purpose), while the input
gas humidity was gradually decreased from 100% to 60%,
by diminishing the saturator temperature. The measured DC
voltage and ohmic resistance after 2000 s from the beginning
of the test are reported in Fig. 10 (the signals are low-pass
filtered to better highlight the slow variations). The long time
before the ohmic resistance starts to increase is justified by
the very slow thermal and transport dynamics that links the
saturator temperature to the membrane humidity. While the
water content is enough for a full membrane hydration, the
ohmic resistance remains approximately constant [30], then
it suddenly starts to increase, and consequently the voltage
starts to decrease proportionally to it. The low uncertainty of
the ohmic resistance measurement and its high sensitivity with
respect to membrane dehydration allow to promptly recognize
drying long before a great voltage decrease occurs.

It is important to note that the curve of Rohm versus
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the input gas relative humidity shown in Fig. 9 can not
be used here to estimate the input gas humidity from the
ohmic resistance measurement, since the curve was obtained
in stationary conditions and it does not apply to transients like
the one in Fig. 10. However, this is not important because the
aim of the proposed diagnostic method is not to estimate the
gas humidity, but only to sense ohmic resistance variations,
that can be eventually used in a feedback control to restore
the nominal conditions, when possible.

C. Flooding Conditions

Conversely to what done for membrane dehydration, FC
flooding was obtained by increasing the input gas relative
humidity over the saturation value and reducing the gas flow
rates (0.08 Nl/min for hydrogen and 0.31 Nl/min for air) to
decrease water removal. The test was performed in the same
working point used for drying conditions (IDC = 9 A) to better
compare the two transients.

According to the diagnostic algorithm proposed in
Sec. IV-B, the single-phase inverter ripple was chosen for this
test, so that the impedance at 100 Hz could be monitored as
well as the ohmic resistance, although the three-phase inverter
could have also been employed in this case, since variations
of activation processes can be a-priori excluded here. The
continuous voltage decrease observed for about 4000 s from
the beginning of the test is reported in Fig. 11, together with
the ohmic resistance measurement and the imaginary part of
the 100 Hz impedance (again, the signals are filtered by a
low-pass filter). It should be noted that in flooding transients
the FC voltage waveform is affected by fast spikes (only
partially recognizable in the filtered signal), corresponding to
sudden voltage drops probably due to temporary flooding of
gas channels, which in turn give rise to consequent slower
transients on time scales of several tens of seconds [31].

From Fig. 11, it can be seen that neither the ohmic resistance
nor the imaginary part of the 100 Hz impedance show signif-
icant variations during the selected measurement time, thus
excluding ohmic losses and activation polarization as possible
causes of the observed voltage drop. This means that transport
limitations are responsible for it, for which flooding is the most
probable cause if the input gas pressures and flow rates are
constant.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A method for monitoring the state-of-health of a PEM FC
was presented, suitable for in-situ measurements in commer-
cial applications, where cost and system complexity issues
usually prevent from performing standard EIS measurements
with dedicated instrumentation. The proposed method exploits
the current ripple introduced by switch mode power converters
to identify the FC impedance spectrum in the high-frequency
range.

The main novelty of the technique presented in this paper,
compared to similar works on this topic, is the frequency-
domain analysis that allowed to identify the impedance values
at different frequencies and from them to calculate a better
estimate of the FC ohmic resistance through data fitting, thus
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Fig. 11. Voltage (upper plot), ohmic resistance (middle plot) and imaginary
part of the impedance at 100 Hz (lower plot), measured with the single-phase
inverter ripple during a flooding transient.

obtaining a good indicator of the membrane water content.
Furthermore, the monitoring of the 100/120 Hz impedance
from low-frequency ripple is proposed as a possible approach
to discriminate between flooding and drying based only on
the available impedance and DC voltage measurements, in
those applications where degradation conditions affecting the
activation processes (e.g. Pt-catalyst layer poisoning) can also
occur.

The proposed technique was experimentally tested on a
single PEM FC by emulating the current ripple due to three-
phase and single-phase PWM inverters. Though the tests
involved only two possible ripple waveforms, it is opinion of
the authors that this technique can be applied also in case of
different PWM-controlled power converter topologies, as long
as they produce a ripple of the FC current with a sufficient
spectral content at the frequencies of interest.
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